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Sanctions – predominately economic and
peripherallypolitical and military, constitute an
important element of foreign policy. Sanctions,
against a state or an entity, are employed as
coercive instruments to elicit a behavioral
change or to diminish belligerent posturing. In
the post-cold war era, the waning reliance
onarmed conflicts and wars, within and among
states, for resolution of belligerent, contentious
and

complex

problems

message-sending

to

communicate

disapprobation of a particular action or behavior.
It was appropriately observed by America's
Catholic bishops that "Sanctions can offer a
nonmilitary alternative to the terrible options of
war or indifference when confronted with
aggression or injustice."1
In order to gauge the efficacy of economic

widespread use of economic sanctions. Sanctions

sanctions and ascertain the underlying rationale,

have been used in support of foreign policy

the analysis of sanctions against Iran provides

goals:to discourage armed aggression, cap the

some perspectives. In case of Iran, in order to cap

aspirations of potential nuclear states, rein in

itssupposedly illicit nuclear activities, the U.S.,

drug

change,

the member states of the European Union and

discourage proliferation of weapons of mass

others put in place a strong, inter-locking matrix

destructions and dissuade support for terrorism.

of sanctions measures relating to Iran's nuclear,

expedite

resulted

can be considered asa form of expression or

in

trafficking,

has

national interests at stake. In addition, sanctions

political

Some political observers and decision
makers think of sanctions as a measured and
proportionate

response

to

a

challenge

considered below the threshold of perceived

missile, energy, shipping, transportation, and
financial sectors.2 The EU embargo and the U.S.
sanctions played havoc with Iranian national
economy. Iran's oil exports fell drastically and in
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January 2013, Iran's oil minister acknowledged

companies and individuals to unprecedented

that the fall in oil exports was costing the country

economic sanctions, who have been direct or

between U.S. $4billion and U.S. $8 billion each

incidental beneficiaries of U.S. trade secrets

month. Iran is believed to have suffered a loss of

through cyber theft by Chinese governments.4

about U.S. $26 billion in oil revenue in 2012 from

The

a total of U.S. $95 billion in 2011. In April 2013,

provision

of

sanctions

against

Chinese companies and individuals, once enacted

the International Monetary Fund (IMF) forecast

and established as expedient, would mark the

that Iran's gross domestic product (GDP) would

far-reaching use of Executive Order signed by

shrink by 1.3% in 2013 after contracting by 1.9%

President Barack Obama in April 2015. The

the previous year.

executive order, "Blocking the Property of

In exchange for Iran’s commitment to

Certain Persons Engaging in Significant Malicious

limit its nuclear capabilities and its pledge to

Cyber-Enabled Activities”, identifies increasing

limit its nuclear energy activities for purely

prevalence and severity of malicious cyber

peaceful purposes, the United Nations Security

enabled activities originating from, or directed

Council, on July 20, unanimously approved a

by persons located, in whole or in substantial

resolution that created the basis for international

part, outside the United States as an unusual and

economic sanctions against Iran to be lifted.3

extraordinary threat to the national security,
foreign policy, and economy of the United

Buoyed bydegree of success, albeit still

States.5 The EO explicitly specifies blockage of all

speculative, as a result of sanction measures

property and interests in property in the U.S. of

against Iran, the Obama administration, is in the

persons responsible for or engaged, either

process of buttressing similar tenets in an

directly or indirectly, cyber-enabled activities.

entirely different domain. The U.S., wary of cyber
economic espionage initiated by Chinese hackers

This U.S. move is being described as the

perhaps with the tacit approval and support of

second serious and important shot at deterring

Chinese government has suffered enormous

the China on the issue of cyber espionage. Last

monetary losses as well as loss of intellectual

year, in May, in a first-of-its-kind case, U.S. Justice

property and prestige.

Department

represents

the

Securing cyberspace

Chinese

military

officers on charges of stealing data from six U.S.

"National Security."In response to the rising

companies. The U.S. formally accused Chinese

wave of cyber-attacks exponentially growing in

officers and sought their extradition to face

numbers

of

charges under U.S. laws for infiltrating the

subsequent consequences, the U.S. is putting in

computer networks of six U.S. companies and for

place a framework intended to subject Chinese

stealing data, which could be leveraged for the

the

potential

Grail

five

of

and

Holy

indicted

severity

2
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benefits by their trade competitors. The FBI had

seeking legal recourse against transgressors. If

gone to the extent of putting the faces of five

economic sanctions are used against Chinese

officials on ‘Wanted’ poster.6

firms accused of using U.S. trade secrets acquired
through cybertheft, the Chinese reprisal will be

However, some U.S. officials within the

quick and damning. The U.S. Chinese economic

government caution against such moves and

linkages grew steadily during the last decade and

question the overall efficacy in the long run,

have

arguing that sanctions might exacerbate tensions

mutually beneficial economic ties between the

U.S. itself is accused of perpetrating cyber

two counties as reprisals frequently lead to

espionage, mass surveillance and other forms of

counter-reprisals and further escalation in

information gathering directed at its allies and

already tense bilateral relations.

adversaries. The whole exercise orchestrated by
US appears to be an attempt to "send a strong

(Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this
article are those of the author and do not necessarily
reflect the position of the Centre for Air Power Studies
[CAPS])

message" to Beijing, though China is not likely to
buckle under pressure from supposedly strong
arm tactics of US.
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interdependent
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